UVic Course Experience Survey - Fall 2015 for Subject (Secondary Subject)

We want to hear about your course learning experiences at UVic.

We are very proud of the teaching that occurs at UVic. The only way we can keep the quality of instruction high, and continue to strive to be even better, is to listen and respond to what individual students in our courses have to say about their learning experiences. Please use the Next button below to give feedback on your personal experience. We value your perspective.

Your responses will be used:
- by the instructor for making adjustments to teaching and course design;
- by the department for assuring the quality of instruction and assessing the instructor;
- and by the University for strategic planning with regard to meeting its commitment to high-quality education and student success.

Please use the:
- Next button to advance through the survey
- Save button to save your responses so you can return to complete the survey later
- Submit button to finalize your responses (note: once submitted you cannot reopen the survey)

Get started by clicking on the Next button below.

Please note, you have approximately 15 minutes to complete the survey.

For more information and frequently asked questions please visit this link: http://www.uvic.ca/learningandteaching/students/resources/ces/index.php

We look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

The Course Experience Survey Support Team
University of Victoria
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Feedback for Instructor: [CSFN] [CSLN]

Instructor's teaching
Please provide your rating on the following statements:

- The instructor was prepared for course sessions
- The instructor's explanations of concepts were clear
- The instructor motivated you to learn in this course
- The instructor was available to answer your questions or provide extra assistance as required
- The instructor ensured that your assignments and tests were returned within a reasonable time
- The instructor was helpful in providing feedback to you to improve your learning in this course
- The instructor demonstrated respect for students and their ideas

Overall, the Instructor was effective in this course

Feedback on Course

Course Design
Please provide your rating on the following statements:

- The course structure, goals and requirements were clear
- The materials provided for learning the course content (e.g. handouts, posted material, lab manuals) were clear
- The assigned work helped your understanding of the course content
- The course provided opportunities for you to become engaged with the course material, for example through class discussions, group work, student presentations, online chat, or experiential learning
- The methods of assessment used to evaluate your learning in this course were fair
- The course provided relevant skills and information (e.g. to other courses, your future career, or other contexts)

Overall, the course offered an effective learning experience

Progress: 33%
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Statements about yourself

My primary reason for taking the course.
- Interest
- Program requirement
- Rejection of instructor
- Reputation of course
- Timetable fit

The approximate number of classes or labs that I did not attend
- Missed fewer than 3
- Missed 3-10
- Missed 11-20
- Missed more than 20
- Not applicable

Relative to other courses I have taken at UVic, the workload in this course was
- Extremely heavy
- Somewhat heavy
- Average
- Somewhat light
- Extremely light

The approximate number of hours per week I spent studying for this course outside of class time:
- Less than 1
- 1 to 2
- 3 to 6
- 6 to 10
- 10 to 10
- More than 10

As a result of my experience in this course, my interest in the material:
- Decreased
- Stayed the same
- Increased
These comments are made available to instructors after grades are finalized and are confidential. They are intended to help instructors improve courses so please provide constructive and respectful feedback using specific examples or suggestions when possible.

What strengths did your instructor ([CSFN] [CSLN]) demonstrate that helped you learn in this course?

Please provide specific suggestions as to how the instructor ([CSFN] [CSLN]) could have helped you learn more effectively.

Please provide specific suggestions as to how this course could be improved.